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Conclusions
We at SaniTamp Diagnostics aim to deliver accessible, privacy-courteous methods of 
keeping the global female population healthy and comfortable while reducing 
unnecessary lab test visits and iccident of vaginal health crises. Our small, easy-to-learn 
and easy-to-use tampon proposes value over current methods of over the counter, at 
home vaginal testing methods. With SaniTamp, women will be able to self-test 
accurately and safely, and invaluable service in deciding whether physician consultation 
is necessary for their own health. 

Pain, itching, and burning are uncomfortable side effects of Bacterial Vaginosis 
(BV)  and Trichomoniasis. Left untreated, however, and these conditions can 
increase a woman’s chance of contracting other STDS, including HIV, 
chlamydia, and gonorrhea. Bacterial Vaginosis and Trichomoniasis significantly 
increase a woman’s risk of Pelvic Inflammatory Disease (PID), which can make 
it difficult or impossible to have children. 
 
Women have a higher biological risk for contracting STIs, many of 
which are often asymptomatic, highlighting the need for comfortable, 
non-invasive, and inexpensive testing: 

BV  is the most common vaginal condition in women ages 15-44. 
Approximately 1/3 of adult women in the United States (21m) have BV.

        Based on a CDC study, 84% of women with BV reported no symptoms. 
        
        Approximately 3.7 million people have trichomoniasis.  

Trichomoniasis is more common in women than in men. 
Based on NHANES study, 85% of women with trich. reported no symptoms.

Bacterial Vaginosis and Trichomoniasis are often assumed to be a yeast 
infection, and are thus improperly treated, allowing the condition to worsen, 
and increasing the likelihood of serious side effects. Importantly, however, 
Bacterial Vaginosis and Trichomoniasis increase the vaginal pH, while yeast 
infections do not. Thus, vaginal pH tests are essential to properly identifying 
abnormal vaginal conditions.

Higher vaginal pH can increase a woman’s risk of developing a UTI. 

 

Though there are Vaginal pH tests available on the market, these existing 
models are unfamiliar and uncomfortable to use. These models 
require women to insert strips [Figure 1] or swaps [Figure 2] into their 
vagina, tilting the probes so that the probe comes in contact with the 
vaginal wall.
As one blogger writes: I’m not exactly ready to bust out litmus test strips.
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SaniTamp Diagnostics is our answer in delivering an accessible, 
privacy-friendly method for women to easily monitor their vaginal 
health without needing to insert uncomfortable products or going to 
clinical check-ups and waiting for lab results. Our product is not aiming 
to reinvent or change the tampon, something that many women 
already rely on for menstrual hygiene. Instead we are looking to 
enhance the functionality of the tampon and improve women’s health. 
Because of this, a woman will easily be able to pick up our product and 
know what to do.

Similar products and services do not offer the same convenience and 
simplicity that SaniTamp Diagnostics offers. All the consumer needs to do is 
use a tampon as normal, then once done place the tampon in the included 
container, and wait for the indicators to display a color change. We chose 
our indicators to be sensitive to the pH range of 3.8 to 6.0 and to be visually 
more distinguishable than competing products by offering a range of highly 
contrasting colors. Overall this process is quick, easy, informational, and 
non-invasive. 

Each SaniTamp Diagnostics is meant to be used once before being disposed 
of. However, our indicators are compatible with third-party tampons, 
allowing the consumer to use the tampon she is most comfortable with. 
Once used, women that are possibly at risk should immediately consult with 
their physician.

Our Product’s Value Proposition

Further, reading results from these Vaginal pH tests is difficult: dark green 
indicates an abnormal pH, while a slightly less dark (though still dark) 
green indicates a normal pH. 
Additionally, the Vaginal pH tests results are oversimplified to ‘normal’ and 
‘abnormal’, and do not further specify whether the abnormal pH is 
indicative of bacterial vaginosis, trichomoniasis, or a yeast infection. 

SaniTamp is compatible with third-party 
tampon with cautions that the insert 
time needs to be reduced to prevent 
excess moisture loss and maintain the 
vaginal lining. 

Condition pH

Normal 3.8 to 4.5 

Bacterial Vaginosis 4.5 +  

Trichomoniasis 5.4 +  

Figure [1]: vaginal pH test strips Figure [2]: vaginal pH test swabs  

Table[1]: Vaginal pH at normal, and numerous abnormal, conditions 

Our SaniTamp Diagnostics does not diagnose medical conditions; however, 
it does increase the information available to women, and can inform them 
when to visit their doctor to get examined. 

Our goal is to create a tampon that will indicate whether the user 
may be at risk of having an infection. The tampon will detect the pH 
level of the user’s vagina and determine whether that pH is at a normal 
range. The vaginal pH ranges associated with different medical conditions 
are listed in Table [1]. 

SaniTamp Diagnostics is similar to a normal tampon, although it is smaller in size. It 
is designed to be used during non-menstrual period. It comes with a tampon 
container, which the pH indicator is embedded on the container. The user operate 
the product similar to normal tampon usage - Insert into vagina, but remove it after 
1 minute. The tampon is then inserted into the container, which the pH indicator will 
detect the pH of the tampon and display the result. The system can then be 
discarded safely.

Figure [3]: graphic depiction  
of the Tampon Diagnostic 
Technology. 
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